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Angela Hamming –
Hands-On and Hands-Full
of Gratitude

By Tars Cheema

“Martin and Ann have
been such
important role models
and mentors for me –
in industry, farm and
personal life.
When you have young
kids, you need help
if you’re going to be
involved. Perry has been
so supportive of all my
years working in the
industry.
Family support is
number one.”

Six-year old Angela
was not shy about
being ‘hands-on’ as
seen on the cover
of the October '76
Jersey Breeder.
“We always
had a few hand
milked cows for
practice for the
PNE hand milking
competition, and
she’d be right in
there helping out,”
Don Hendrickson.

Lower Left photo:

Evon and Angela
delighted in the fun of
Celebrity Cow Milking
events.
Lower Right photo:

Don developed great
skill hand-milking his
show cows – this picture
from the 2012 Chilliwack
Exhibition.

When it comes to
Agriculture, we get it.

For information on
our complete suite of
services, visit:
scotiabank.com/
agriculturalservices

It should be a surprise to absolutely
no one that Angela would end up
spending her life completely immersed
in dairy! Born the second child to
Don and Evon Hendrickson (Gaymar
Jerseys, Delta) she admits that she
literally “grew up in the barn,” which
was actually pretty common back
then. She bonded quickly with the cute
brown cows with big eyes and was
not shy about being hands-on from
a very young age. Don’s tremendous
dedication and skill as a ‘cowman’
would imprint a lifelong love for cattle
on Angela. “Before she could talk, her
eyes would light up when she saw the
cows...nothing excited her more. As
she got a little older, as soon as she
got up in the morning, she’d be out
in the barn, not playing with toys like
most kids,” Don shares with nostalgia.
Yup. That’s the Angela we know.

An Unlikely Start
Angela’s father grew up a ‘city kid’ in
North Delta and attended high school
in Ladner, passing Jack Savage’s 60cow Jersey farm daily on his school
route. He began hanging out at the
farm, which not surprisingly led to work
after school, on weekends and in the
summer. Jack, a bachelor, welcomed the
company that soon developed into a
friendship, and eventually a partnership!
Don’s ‘cow-sense’ flourished under
Jack, and he would take show cows to
the local exhibitions and even on trains
through the Prairie show circuit, which
is where fate introduced him to Evon, a
Saskatchewan farm girl. They married in
1968 and moved in with Jack – which
became one of Angela’s fond early
memories – growing up with ‘Grampa
Jack’. “Jack was so good to us – anytime
we went on a farm errand with him, there
would be a stop at the candy store! It was
really great until he died in ’77 when we

were still very young,” Angela remembers
the incomprehensible shock. From here,
Don and Evon would have to carve out
their own dairying future. Over several
years they acquired the herd and bought
their own 100-acre farm in 1981 amid
the frightening 20% interest rates of the
day. The year after, they bought the 60cow Regislawn herd of Margaret Savage,
bringing their herd to 130 milking Jerseys.
“I have only admiration for my parents’
passion and work ethic!” confirms
Angela. During these decades, Don had
developed great talent for searching out
prominent Jersey breeding families from
back east and he would plan mate them
for herd sires. AI was still very limited for
Jerseys back in the ‘60’s and ‘70’s. “I did
a lot with my dad and always had input
to breeding decisions. I remember Dad
had to see Duncan Belle at the Royal to
understand her breeding along with her
Classification and ROP information. Our
tools are so different today!”
Don was not only a skilled cowman
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Team Martiann – L-R: Perry, Angela, Martin, Ann,
Melissa (Perry and Angela's niece), Lorna.

and showman, he also became a respected
judge. 1985 was the last year he showed
a Gaymar cow at the Royal. He and Evon
continued to dairy for another 10 years
until Don finally convinced her that the
Okanagan would be a wonderful place
to retire. When they settled in Enderby
with a few of Don’s favourite cows, there
wasn’t a trace of city kid left in Don
Hendrickson.

Learning by Doing – 4-H, WCC and
Judging
“Our
parents
supported
us
experiencing life off the farm too,”
explains Angela. While she thrived in
4-H, her older brother Dale was gifted in
sports – particularly baseball. He used his
Hendrickson work ethic to earn a baseball
scholarship to Tacoma. “Mom didn’t
want the farm to dictate what our life
was.” Even younger sisters Gaylene and
Rose had some years in 4-H, but it was
always on their terms. “Brian Arthur was
an awesome leader and good cowman.
He taught me a lot through the Delta
Jersey 4-H club.”
Attending the Royal with her dad was
very influential and it fueled Angela’s
desire to compete.
Though she admits to not being an
extrovert, her ability to excel in showing
and judging required the development of
confidence to progress.
She competed twice as a young
teenager at the Hayes Classic along with
other ambitious dairy kids, which pushed
her to step up her game even more. “4-H
gave me great base skills, but it was WCC
that took them to another level,” she
admits. The intensity of training, support,
encouragement
and
competition
through WCC has proven the worth of
the program many times over. Angela’s
talent and determination were rewarded
with Reserve Champion Calf and Overall
Judging Winner at WCC. “Becoming
an official judge would probably not
have been possible without WCC,” she
reinforces.
It’s no surprise that she has chosen to
step into leadership roles herself, having
benefited deeply from others' leadership.
She became a 4-H leader in 1991 in
the Richmond-Delta 4-H Holstein Club
and stayed for 26 years! She was also
happy to pay back to WCC with over
20 years on that committee. “I loved
seeing kids get out of it what I did! It’s
serious competition, but it’s also so much
fun – farm friendships develop across all
the provinces. You really feel like you’re
taking them somewhere with an extra
level of expertise.”

Hendrickson + Holsteins =
Hamming
This is not a case of the bull jumping
the fence! But tall, handsome Perry
Hamming from Martiann Holsteins was
both a neighbour to and employee of
Hendricksons. When Perry and Angela
married in 1991, few people were
surprised by the obvious match. She had

Weddings mark the milestones in our
lives. L-R: Perry, Angela, Elizabeth, Jordan,
Lorna – June 2020.

started milk testing in 1988 and continued
until 1994 when her sister Gaylene took
over the route in Delta. Angela continued
to keep a hand in the breeding program
at home and learned from her father to
dig into cow family information before
settling on AI sires. She enjoyed her time
as a tester, getting to see various ways of
farming but she especially enjoyed the
people. All life’s experiences build our
knowledge, character and perspective.
Perry and Angela were integrated
into Martiann Holsteins when Gaymar
Jerseys sold in 1995. Lorna arrived in
1996 and Jordan in 1998, redirecting
Angela’s priorities to primarily focus
on raising them. But as the kids grew,
it allowed all of them to share parts of
the farming adventure together. In time,
both kids would get to experience the
challenges and rewards of 4-H. “It was
a real blessing to take our own kids
through 4-H.” Jordan did a few years in
dairy before taking a liking to the swine
club, where he coincidentally met his
future wife Elizabeth! Lorna excelled in
the dairy competitions and flourished in
WCC where she won Grand Champion
Showman in 2018! In addition to showring abilities, mother and daughter share
the calf raising responsibilities and they
are loving the progress they are making
with the dialed-up management program
‘Complete Calf Care’ from Agwest.
Martin and Ann continue to be active
on the farm, which Perry and Angela
really appreciate as they are excited about
their full farm responsibilities. They are
discussing what transition may look like
for the next generation...stay tuned!
Angela really enjoys focusing on the
breeding program and collectively with
Perry and Lorna, they have the same vision
of the future herd. “The best cows in the
barn are balanced, highly productive,
easy to work with and trouble free - that
is my life goal too!” Angela smiles. As
they go forward, they will become more
selective with heifer rearing, since the
cost of raising unnecessary replacements
is excessive. And they have set a goal of
making the highest quality milk.

The Influencers and Mentors
Matter
“People like Bruno (Giacomazzi) and
Gene (Wautier) were great mentors in
WCC and at the Branch with judging.”
Angela recognizes that no one makes it
on their own. “You need, on average,
five people around you that support
you. Martin and Ann have been such
important role models and mentors for
me – in industry, farm and personal life.
When you have young kids, you need
help if you’re going to be involved,” she
says, hinting at the critical contributions
of grandparents. “Family support is
number one.”
She’s quick to identify some female
role models that made an impact. “Marg
Atkins was one of the earliest women
official judges, and I really admired
Roberta Carlson for being so passionate
and setting high standards.” Now we
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Sharing the farming life together has been a
wonderful blessing.

see women in a myriad of professional
farm support roles – Angela singles out
Dr. Lisa McRae - their Vet. “Lisa is honest
and always wants to do what is right – I
appreciate her for upholding good core
beliefs.” In discussing what she believes
women bring to agriculture, Angela cites
their nurturing tendencies and a balance
of fresh ideas with perspective. “Farming
is what we do, but also expresses who we
are.”
But the most crucial influence and
backing comes from Perry. “Perry has been
so supportive of all my years working in
the industry.” No one gets far without
the support of their spouse.

technician in the Okanagan as well. We
have all benefitted from the work ethic
and investment our parents made in us
growing up.”
She sees that the dairy industry
will need to continue becoming more
efficient and environmentally sustainable
as well as finding new ideas that appeal
to the public. “We need to be visible in
our communities – not closed and distant.
That means we need to seek opportunities
to contribute to our community and be
open to learning and changing.”
Putting industry challenges aside,
she sums up her dairy life best in terms
of family. “God has given me the gift to
farm with family, watch our kids grow
and thrive in 4-H and WCC, see the farm
transition from generation to generation
and giving back to our industry.”

Looking Forward…and Back

While everyone recognizes the
challenges in the present and future dairy
industry, Angela’s weigh jar isn’t ‘half
full’ or ‘half empty’. Angela’s weigh jar
‘runneth over’ - with family appreciation.
“When Mom
passed away in 2011,
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Farming is not a job.
It’s who we are.
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For 185 years, Scotiabank has been helping farmers and agri-businesses
grow and prosper. Our integrated banking solutions can assist in the
day-to-day management of your business for now and in the future.
For more information on our complete suite of services, contact
one of our specialists or visit scotiabank.com/agriculturalservices
Lee Gogal, BBA Director and Group Lead, BC Agriculture
604.308.1657 | lee.gogal@scotiabank.com
Henri Peeters Director, National Accounts Agriculture
604.798.7396 | henri.peeters@scotiabank.com
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604.365.9667 | amman.dhaliwal@scotiabank.com
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